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C elebrity Magazine is an established bimonthly Celebrity and lifestyle magazine distributed 
across the Island of Mallorca targeting residents and visitors across this large and affluent 
area.

Research and distribution
Magazines are distributed in key locations across 
the Island, and is available online to read, along 
with our promotional distribution across social 
media platforms. Using both local and island 
wide demographics to achieve our exact market 
place. Celebrity has become the social scene and 
lifestyle ‘’bible’ for the Island, with its readers and 
advertisers being evenly split between English, 
Spanish, Scandinavian, Russian and German.

Print
Print in a high gloss colour magazine which 
has had its editorials reproduced by worldwide 
publication groups. Celebrity Magazine covers 
special openings, events and parties across the 
island. Our unique and professional coverage with 
photographers and reporters allows us to support 
and promote businesses to their full potential.

Why choose Celebrity?

History 
Since 2003 Celebrity Magazine has been bringing 
you the very best in lifestyle, fashion, celebrities and 
events on this amazing island.
With exclusive photography and reports, Celebrity 
gets you behind the scenes on the events that matter 
here in Mallorca. Nobody can get you closer to the 
action! Celebrity is the ‘must have’ residents and 
visitors magazine.

In Conversation with  
John Cleese

“I’m a living legend, and I’m a national institution, and I’m a comedy icon,  
and I’m something else, but I can’t remember what it was” 

“Hi Larrick, call John at the Four Seasons 
Hotel in Miami at 15:30 (Mallorca time)” 
is the memo I received from John Cleese’s 
people. Whilst receiving  personal emails 
from John saying, “Dear Larrick, how are 
my ticket sales doing in Mallorca?” I was 
very happy to hear from the man himself 
and started to plan my interview with this 
British legend and national treasure. His 
legacy and career is well documented on the 
internet so I decided that I did not want to 
regurgitate the same stories that have been 
told before. 

John Cleese is almost eighty-one years of 
age and still hopping on planes all over the 
world, bringing humour and laughter to the 
masses. I wanted to know what it is that still 
motives him to tour and to have a chat about 
his whereabouts since “leaving” the UK.

As I call the hotel, I am greeted by a friendly, 
familiar voice that I recognised in tone from 
our email conversations and it is clear that 
John is keen to be interviewed. I tell to John 
that it feels as though we could just as well 
be in the local pub, having this conversation 
over a pint. I am struck by John’s sharp wit 
and quickly reminded that the awards and 
accolades ‘do not maketh the man’, but that 
authentic expression is what truly engages 
and connects us as people. 

After exchanging pleasantries, John explains 
that his trip to Miami is due to an abrupt 
change to his filming schedule in Canada 
where the director had to be taken to 
hospital, so John decided to take a short 
break to Miami, to avoid the British winter 
and political circus that is Brexit.

Larrick: Where does your drive come from 
John? What keeps you motivated and still 
touring?
John: “Well it comes mainly from the fact 
that I’ve decided that the world has gone 

completely crazy, and has been going 
crazy for some years. And I think the most 
intelligent thing to do is to separate from 
it, but there aren’t any nice fincas on Mars”. 
[Larrick laughs]

John has a valid point, which is one of the 
reasons why I never watch television to see 
this madness that he is referring to being 
played out for the masses.
John continues to talk about political 
matters with a hint of slapstick humour 
which makes the topic of Brexit a little easier 
to digest. 
Talking to John, I feel a real sense of how 
comedy truly affects our wellbeing, and that 
is a real honour to have Britain’s funny man 
on the other end of the phone.
John: “The reason why I’m still touring is, 
when you have to pay 20 million dollars in 

a divorce, and you’ve been working for the 
BBC all your life, which is like working for 
charity, it takes a little bit of time to pay the 
20 million off. [laughs] So performing live 
is the best way of doing it because I don’t 
understand television anymore and it has a 
lot of people in charge who don’t know what 
they’re doing. And the nice thing about 
being on stage is that you just walk in front 
of an audience, as they did 2000 years ago in 
Greece and try and make them laugh”. 
“I am quite seriously looking to buy a 
property in Mallorca at the moment where 
it’s fairly warm most of the time and where 
there is a culture that I really like and where 
I can sit still, and do a lot of writing, which is 
what really interests me”.
Larrick: Before going out on tour, is there 
any rigorous training, rituals or rehearsing 
that is required?

By Larrick Ebanks
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World Number 1,  
Rafa Nadal: A Local Hero

Rafael Nadal, or Rafa as he is more affectionately known, is Mallorca’s golden child - born in Manacor, this 
local star has propelled himself to the highest levels of tennis and is renowned for being a gentleman both on 

and off of the court. So how did a young boy from Manacor become the world number one? 

Rafa Nadal is one of the most famous 
Mallorcans and is recognised all over 
the world for his prowess on the tennis 
court. Born in Manacor, he began playing 
tennis at the age of three under the careful 
instruction of his uncle, Toni Nadal, a 
former professional tennis player that 
recognised that Rafa had a real talent on the 
court. With Brazilian footballer, Ronaldo, 
as one of his idols, Rafa was also passionate 
about football and even had the privilege of 
meeting the famous footballer through his 
uncle, Miguel Ángel Nadal, a professional 
footballer for RCD Mallorca, FC Barcelona, 
and the Spanish National Team. At the age 
of 12, Rafa won the Spanish and European 
tennis titles in his age group and was made 
to choose between tennis and football so 

that his education did not suffer. “I chose 
tennis. Football had to stop straight away”, 
he was quoted as saying in an interview a 
few years ago and this proved to be a sound 
choice as he went fully professional at the 
age of 15 and won his first ATP match at 
the same time. Since then he has gone from 
strength to strength to become one of the 
highest-paid and most successful tennis 
players of all time.

Since winning his first title, the tennis star 
has progressed to win dozens more in every 
aspect of the sport. To date, Rafa has won 19 
Grand Slam singles titles, the second-most 
in history for a male player. He has also won 
a staggering 35 ATP Tour Masters 1000 
titles, 20 ATP Tour 500 titles and the 2008 

Olympic gold medal in singles. In major 
competitions, Nadal has won a record twelve 
French Open titles, four US Open titles, two 
Wimbledon titles and one Australian Open 
title. Rafa is also the second male player to 
complete the Career Golden Slam, achieved 
by a player winning four Grand Slam titles 
and an Olympic gold medal. Perhaps one 
of his most notable achievements is that he 
has won the ATP Number 1 ranked tennis 
player title five times, most recently at the 
end of 2019.

Speaking to the ATP at the end of last year, 
Rafa said: “I’m super happy with my season. 
It was a tough beginning but then I was able 
to find a way to be back playing at a very 
high level of tennis and be in the 

By Ben Mulvey
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situation that I am today. I’m very proud 
about the year that I am having.”

Both on and off of the court, Rafa Nadal 
is known as a gentleman. Humble, polite 
and charming, he has won the respect of 
his fellow players, the adoration of his fans 
and the hearts of the people in his home of 
Mallorca. He is regularly spotted around the 
island, interacting with his fans, stopping 
for a coffee with his friends or training 
at his academy. Mallorca is still his home 
and he spends as much time on the island 
as possible. Nadal owns and trains at the 
Rafa Nadal Sports Centre in his hometown 
of Manacor, and the centre also houses the 
Rafa Nadal Tennis Academy, where tennis 
stars of the future hope to train to become 
as successful as their idol.

Keen to give something back to the island he 
loves so much, Rafa started the Rafa Nadal 
Foundation in 2008 with his mother to help 

children on the island, as well as further 
afield in India, reach their full potential 
through sport and education. Rafa is very 
passionate about the charity and is extremely 
hands-on in both the decision making and 
the details of each project that the charity is 
involved in.

On October 9 2018, devastating floods 
hit the small town of Sant Llorenç des 
Cardassar in the north of Mallorca, claiming 
the lives of 13 people and leaving thousands 
of people homeless. Rafa Nadal was on the 
scene within hours with a broom in his 
hand to help with the clean-up operation 
and support the local community through 
one of the hardest times on the island that 
he calls home. He also, very discreetly, 
donated €1 million to the victims of the 
flooding, although in Mallorca, nothing 
stays ‘discreet’ for long!

Rafa did not just achieve significant 

milestones in his professional life in 2019, he 
also had a memorable year in his personal life 
by marrying his long term girlfriend, Maria 
Francisco Perello, at a stunning ceremony 
in La Fortaleza in Mallorca. The humble 
tennis champion once again demonstrated 
that he is still the same boy from Manacor 
by keeping the press away and his wedding 
as intimate as possible, sharing only one 
photo of himself and his beautiful bride on 
Instagram to mark the occasion for his fans.

2020 is sure to be another triumphant year 
for Rafa Nadal but hopefully, the tennis 
champion and golden child of Mallorca will 
have time to relax with his new wife, enjoy 
some time off on his new yacht in the local 
waters and reflect on the year that truly 
demonstrated his hard work, commitment 
and talent to the world. There is no doubt 
that we will see a lot more of our favourite 
local hero in the year ahead.

Rafa Nadal with Mallorca resident Keith Sneddon after winning the French Open

Rafa in Sant Llorenc Rafa Nadal wedding

Leonardo DiCaprio

Sir Richard Branson - 
Back at Son Bunyola! 

Britain’s best-known entrepreneur talks to Angela Sara West about his long-standing love affair  
with Mallorca and how he adores his favourite retreat here so much, he bought it twice!

Planes, trains and Virgin mobiles… with 
outstanding resorts around the globe, 
too, this billionaire businessman has 
transformed the world’s landscapes and 
skies with his boundless brand. In March 
2000, multi-award-winning Richard was 
knighted by Prince Charles at Buckingham 
Palace for ‘services to entrepreneurship’. 
Two years later, he was named in the BBC’s 
poll of the 100 Greatest Britons and has also 
been ranked in Time magazine’s ‘Top 100 
Most Influential People in the World’. 

Having clocked up five decades in business, 
Virgin’s expansion has seen him successfully 
diversify in sectors from health care to 
health clubs and cruise ships to space 
ships. His  phenomenally-fruitful, world-
renowned brand has given us everything 
from music and mobiles, comics and gyms, 
to high-speed trains and transatlantic travel. 
With 60 Virgin companies worldwide, 
Richard now employs around 71,000 people 
in 35 countries around the globe. 

With his unrivalled taste for adventure, 
there have been ballooning expeditions and 
world record-breaking accomplishments 
galore, including clinching the fastest-ever 
Atlantic Ocean crossing. In fact, he’s entered 
the Guinness Book of Records no fewer than 
seven times! The Virgin tycoon has also 
starred (usually as himself!) in blockbusters 
Casino Royale, Around the World in 80 
Days and Superman Returns, along with 
small-screen series The Simpsons, Friends, 
Only Fools And Horses and Baywatch.

Barefoot luxury at Branson’s Necker 
Island home
Offscreen, the white-sand beaches of 
Necker Island, lapped by turquoise water 
and stunning views of neighbouring islands, 
are where this adventurous entrepreneur 
usually resides… 
A young 29-year-old Richard bought his 
much-loved Caribbean retreat in the British 

Virgin Islands in 1978 to impress his future 
wife, Joan, whom he later married there. 
Despite its $5m price tag, he initially offered 
a cheeky $100,000 for the uninhabited 74-
acre isle. Less than impressed, the seller 
(British aristocrat, Lord Cobham) threw 
Richard off the island to find his own 
way home which, incidentally, is how his 
brainwave for Virgin Airways (later Virgin 
Atlantic) came about!

A year later, he paid a desperate-to-sell Lord 
Cobham $180,000, under the condition that 
Richard would build a resort there, marking 
the start of his luxury property portfolio, 
Virgin Limited Edition. The business 
mogul sold his UK properties, including his 
Oxfordshire estate and London home, to 
make the move to his new main residence 
in 2013. “I left Britain for my love of the 
beautiful British Virgin Islands and, in 
particular, Necker Island,” says Richard. 
“We’ve built our home there, a place where 
my family and I are able to truly relax. I’m 
so inspired by this idyllic island paradise’s 
beauty.”

Having transformed it into a multi-million-
pound luxury resort, with a 10-bedroom 
villa overlooking the beach, other luxury 
residences, private pools, tennis courts and 
a helipad, Necker is now one of the  most 
exclusive resorts in the world… The private 
island paradise is also a playground for 
Richard’s large and lucky group of famous 

friends and showbiz pals. He describes 
his party island as ”a wonderful magnet to 
attract wonderfully-interesting people,” and 
has played host to a ‘who’s who’ of Hollywood 
heavyweights, rock stars, royals and ex-
presidents there, including Robert De Niro, 
Demi Moore, Harrison Ford, Kate Moss, 
Mick Jagger, George Michael, Mariah Carey, 
Princess Diana (with Princes William and 
Harry in tow), The Duchess of Cambridge, 
Nelson Mandela and Barack and Michelle 
Obama. One Direction’s Harry Styles once 
famously shared a hot tub with the Virgin 
boss at the sensational sanctuary, while 
the tennis-loving host regularly invites ex-
tennis champ, Boris Becker, to participate in 
the ‘Necker Cup’. 

Planes, flames & hurricanes

When not busy schmoozing or setting sail 
on his luxury catamaran yacht, the Necker 
Belle, Richard rides around on a golf buggy 
or his electric bike, taking in the natural 
wonders such as flamingos and lemurs, along 
with the startling views. But the business 
magnate’s magnificent abode has twice been 
devasted by Mother Nature… The Great 
House was rebuilt following a fire caused by 
a lightning strike during Hurricane Irene in 
2011, with actress Kate Winslet heroically 
rescuing Richard’s 90-year-old mother, Eve. 
“She was wondering when a director was 
going to shout CUT!,” says Richard. And 
he wasn’t exactly dressed for the occasion 
himself. “All we could do was run over to 
the house as fast as we could, stark naked!” 

Necker reopened in 2013, 20 percent bigger 
and better. The Balinese-style home now 
came complete with hammocks, eight guest 
rooms and Jacuzzis, “Like the old house, 
but on steroids!” But the main house was 
left uninhabitable again after finding itself 
directly in the path of Category-5 Hurricane 
Irma when it hit in 2017. “We felt the full 
force of the strongest hurricane ever in the 

Photo by Owen Billcliffe
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The Individual acts for special awards were decided on by the 
panel of four judges: DJ Diablo V, singer Angel Flukes, music 
producer Fredrik Thomander and choreographer and dance 
instructor Maria Antònia Mas. The “Best singing and music 
act”  was awarded to Brooke Judkins and Jessica Gilson from 
Baleares International College who won a recording session 
from Palma Music Studios. “Best soloist singer” went to 
Julia Bermejo Alcina from La Salle School who also won a 
recording session at  Palma Music Studios. “Best dancer or 
dance group” was awarded to Maeva Mardivirin Morro from 
Lycee Francais, who was given a voucher for dance tuition 
from Estudio Mas Danza. 

The School Trophy was awarded according to the first three 
placing’s in the first half section A for 9 to 13 year olds  and 
also the first three placings in the second half section B for 
14 year olds to 17 year olds. School Competition Section A  
was won by Shaneze Sibille from Rafa Nadal International 
School, awarded a one day motor yacht charter for her 
family and friends from Bluebnc Yacht Charter. In second 
place was Alicia Mancha Fernonoez also from Rafa Nadal 
International School awarded a gift voucher for Musicasa, 
and in third place was Marc Alekseev from Green Valley 
School awarded a Spanish Guitar donated by Musicasa. 
Thereby giving Rafa Nadal International School 8 points five 
for winning and three for second and Green Valley School 
one for third. School Competition Section B  was won by 
Anais Mardivirin  from Lycee Francais awarded a one day 
motor yacht charter for her family and friends from Bluebnc 
Yacht Charter, In second place was Mireia Bartra Julio from 
La Salle School  awarded additional dance tuition from 
Estudio Mas Danza, and in third place was Julia Bermejo 
Alcina from La Salle School awarded a recording session 
from Palma Music Studios. Thereby giving Lycee Francais 
School 5 points five for winning and and La Salle School 4 
points, three for second and one for third. 

So, the Rafa Nadal International School won the school 
trophy with a total of 8 points, Lycee Francais were second 
with 5 points and  La Salle were third with 4 points, Green 
Valley were fourth with 1 point, BIC did not collect any 
points in the school competition. The overall result of the 
evening meant that 8 of the 18 acts competing received 
prizes in donated vouchers, amounting  to a total value of 
euro 4,500. Every school had at least one prize winner from 
their school. Rumour has it that other schools are already 
asking to participate in the next competition, so this looks to 
be going from strength to strength! Well done to JoyRon and 
everyone who worked so hard to make the evening a success. 

You can find more information on the foundation www.
joyronfoundation.org 
 

Mallorca certainly has talent! 
The JoyRon foundation hosted a special talent competition featuring local schools at the TRUI 

Theatre in Palma in February. “Mallorca has talent” attracted 18 entrants from five schools 
who did a great job of performing under pressure in front of a live audience. The judging 

panel, a la X Factor, commented briefly after each act and then deliberated on who should win 
the various prizes on offer once everyone had performed. 

Ronald M Hawes Founder & President 

“Best dancer or dance group” was awarded to Maeva 
Mardivirin Morro from Lycee Francais 

Anais Mardivirin, Mireia Bartra Julio and Julia 
Bermejo Alcina. 

Group A entrants

Group B entrants

The audience were entertained by a local dance troupe during the judges’ deliberations 

The “Best singing and music act” this was awarded to Brooke Judkins and Jessica Gilson from 
Baleares International College 

“Best soloist singer” went to Julia Bermejo 
Alcina from La Salle School

An audience pleaser, Radio Gaga 
 performed by Marc Alekseev

One of the acts took the opportunity to take a selfie of 
themselves with the audience! Shaneze Sibille, Alicia Mancha Fernonoez and Marc Alekseev.  

The Schools’ Trophy 

Germany’s Got Talent winner Angel Flukes 

The panel of judges commented on each performance 

Rafa Nadal International School won the school 
trophy with a total of 8 points

The presenters Julian and Kathleen with a 
young Freddie Mercury 

Mar Chica 
The perfect recipe for a night out in Palma Mar Chica - a must-try for  

any foodie in Mallorca
Looking for a fantastic meal in a beautiful setting? Perhaps a dance and some great tunes?  

Or just a cocktail with a view? Well, look no further than Mar Chica. The Celebrity team went to spend an evening at Mar Chica and we were lucky enough to eat our way through  
some of the highlights of the menu (and drink our way through some of the cocktail menu, of course!)

CELEBRITY RESTAURANT REVIEW

Mar Chica was opened last year 
next to Porto Pi overlooking the 
water and is a reincarnation of 

the popular restaurant that was a favourite 
in Mallorca for decades. The space is open 
and inviting yet sophisticated and calming 
with intimate lighting in the restaurant and 
true attention to detail that carries through 
from the table settings to the decor. The 
roof terrace offers sea views and is the 
perfect place to sip on a signature cocktail or 

dance the night away until the early hours 
at the weekend. Boasting some of the best 
Mediterranean/Asian fusion available on 
the island, the live sushi station is something 
that draws a lot of hungry diners through the 
door. The owners of this restaurant refuse to 
compromise on quality, using only the finest 
of ingredients for their dishes and cocktails 
and service is key in Mar Chica. Every waiter, 
barman and chef knows everything there is 
to know about the menu and nothing is too 

much trouble. Mar Chica also specialises 
in cocktails with a talented and creative 
mixologist that will happily make a bespoke 
cocktail for you to enjoy with your meal 
or on the terrace. Aside from great food 
and cocktails, a DJ also entertains the well-
heeled crowds on Fridays and Saturdays so, 
whatever it is you are looking for, make Mar 
Chica the next place you try this weekend!

We were seated by the window 
with the stunning views out to 
sea and were warmly greeted 

by our waiter. Claudio, the owner, came 
over to explain the concept in a little more 
depth and asked us what we wanted to eat. 
We decided not to order for ourselves and 
let the experts choose for us - a decision we 
certainly didn’t regret.
Kicking off our intercontinental menu 
was a Spanish Yuzu Martini with more 
ingredients than I knew could fit into a 
glass but the outcome was a smooth, tangy, 
fruity cocktail with a punch of tequila that 
tasted very Mediterranean. The first dish 
to arrive was an Ebi Crispy Roll made with 
tuna, avocado, ventresca (tuna belly) and 
rice with a sesame sauce. As somewhat of a 
sushi sceptic, I was pleasantly surprised to 
find that I really enjoyed this which left me 
intrigued to see what they would serve next.
Next up was the Usuzukuri, thinly sliced 
fish (‘pez limon’) with olive oil, passion fruit 
and Japanese herbs. The fish may have been 
sliced thinly as per the traditional Japanese 
recipe but the flavour was intense and 

complemented by the passion fruit which 
gave it a delightfully tart flavour.
More starters came and we were slightly 
apprehensive about the number of dishes 
but we didn’t want to stop eating. We tried 
panko-fried octopus which was light and 
tasty, steak tartar which was profound in 
flavour but light in texture, and a few other 
dishes that were simply outstanding.
For the main event, we were recommended 
the black cod (a real favourite for anyone 
that loves Japanese cuisine) marinated in 
miso and served with Japanese mushrooms. 
The cod was cooked to perfection and 
simply melted in the mouth and the 
miso flavouring was delicate so as not to 
overpower the flavour of the cod. The crispy 
skin and the soft mushrooms created a 
contrast of textures that is hard to achieve 
without making the cod too soggy or very 
dry but this was clearly not an issue for the 
talented chef at Mar Chica.
Steak is a dish that is not overly complicated 
in theory but so easy to get wrong, especially 
as it very much depends on the way people 
like to eat it but at Mar Chica they just get 

it right. The simple flavours leave the meat 
itself to do the talking and every slice was 
spectacularly juicy and soft.
Concluding our culinary journey from the 
Mediterranean to the heart of Asia were the 
desserts and, having loosened our belts a 
little bit, we tucked into a devilishly indulgent 
chocolate coulant with chocolate ice cream, 
a light and fluffy green tea mousse and a 
yuzu cheesecake with fruits of the forest. 
The restaurant ensured that we ended our 
meal on a high as each dessert was unique 
in its own flavours and textures and left us 
happily contemplating the cacophony of 
flavours we had just experienced.
It is always a pleasure to try new restaurants 
and to be able to tell other people about 
them but it is more of a pleasure when the 
restaurant makes it so easy to recommend. 
Mar Chica, in my opinion, excels in every 
aspect of the restaurant experience from 
the service to the food, the cocktails to the 
coffees and I would recommend that you 
add it onto you ‘must-try’ list - you won’t be 
disappointed!
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By Ben Mulvey

January Barnes:  
luxury blogger and influencer

The word ‘influencer’ has been used a lot more in day-to-day life over the last couple of years thanks to the emergence 
of Instagram and social media. An influencer curates photos, products and locations and showcases them through social 

media to inspire others to visit the same places or buy the same products.

One such influencer is the charming and 
engaging, January Barnes, an Australian 
lifestyle blogger and influencer that I had 
the pleasure of speaking with about her 
work, her love of Mallorca and her role as an 
influencer. January runs an award-winning 
blog called January Diaries that focuses 
on luxury and high-end businesses and 
products. She has over 107,000 followers 
from all around the world that follow her to 
keep up with her travels and the interviews 
that she posts with influential people from 
different industries.
A quick scroll through January’s social 
media and you will see someone who takes 
great pleasure in travelling and discovering 
new places, trying new restaurants and 
hotels and meeting interesting people. 
“For me, it is about meeting the people 
behind the brand or business,” January tells 
me. “It is about finding out the story of a 
place and what makes it unique.”
Mallorca has become a special place for 

January who almost moved here to work in 
marketing some years ago but unfortunately, 
never materialised. After meeting her 
husband, she discovered that he owned 
a property on the island and now visits 
more than five times a year to stay in their 
beautiful house in Costa de los Pinos which 
January describes as “beautiful, authentic, 
idyllic, and secluded”. The house itself was 
built by local architects, Nadal Arquitectos, 
and is a true escape for January and her 
family.
What draws January back to the island 
so frequently is “its diverse landscape, 
infectious hospitality and authentic culture”. 
January explains that she believes that as an 
influencer she can “offer local businesses 
and tourist destinations the opportunity 
to reach new audiences like never before” 
which is visible in the type of businesses she 
works with.
January is refreshingly candid and easy to 
speak to and it is no wonder that so many 
people follow her to hear her tips and have 
a peek into her world. Be sure to discover 
January’s top Mallorcan luxury tips at 
www.janaurydiaries.com or follow her on 
Instagram, @january_diaries.

By Ben Mulvey

JANUARY’S  
MALLORCA MUSTS 
Must visit: Deia -  
the drive across the mountains is truly 
majestic.

Must do: Copa del Rey -  
the energy at this event and the 
possibility of seeing the royal family 
makes this a must-do event.

Must see: The shops! -  
there are so many wonderful boutique 
and artisan shops to discover all over 
the island.

Must eat: Restaurant Sebastian  
in Deia - amazing food!
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PEOPLE

RHOC’s Hanna & Martin 
The couple chats to us about the year ahead...

Following their fairytale wedding and incredible honeymoon that we had the privilege of chatting to them about  
in the last edition, it seems that there is no stopping Hanna Miraftab and Martin Kinsella this year.

Many of us know Hanna and Martin from 
the popular Real Housewives of Cheshire 
that airs on ITV Be in the UK and follows 
the busy lives of a group of women that live 
in the ‘Golden Triangle of Cheshire’ and 
many will be looking forward to series 11 
of the show which starts filming this month 
and will air in March.
“This series will follow our journey of 
launching a new cosmetic product,” Hanna 
tells me. “The launch party and the process 
we went through for the branding will be 
featured in the show”. Although the details 
of the product are still a closely-guarded 
secret, it is bound to be a successful product 
if Hanna and Martin are behind it with their 
combined expertise, and the launch will 
undoubtedly be a glamorous event.
Aside from their filming schedule, the 
launch of their new product, and their 
individual day jobs, Hanna and Martin 
are also launching a training academy 
for doctors and dentists to help people 
with everything they need to know to be 
successful in the aesthetics industry.
“We want to help people use their skills 

by offering master classes and advice on 
procedures as well as help them with social 
media and marketing of their businesses,” 
says Martin, who has years of experience with 
his own successful practices in Mallorca and 
the UK. “We also think it is important that 
we maintain high industry standards and 
show people how to administer procedures 
safely”.
The couple aims to have their first classes up 
and running by May which will keep them 
very busy, especially as RHOC airs around 
the same time.
Lots of our readers know Dr Martin from 
his clinic here on the island, Re-enhance 
Medical and Dental Clinic that specialises in 
aesthetic medicine. This year, Dr Martin is 
bringing a Dermalux machine to the island 
which uses LED phototherapy to rejuvenate 
the complexion and energise skin cells. 
This will be yet another service that will be 
popular for residents on the island and one 
that will make Dr Martin even busier during 
his monthly trips to the island.
As always, Hanna and Martin are set for 
an exciting and busy few months ahead 

and it is unbelievable that this successful 
couple finds the time to fit it all in. We look 
forward to finding out more about their 
cosmetic product and to having them back 
on our screens in the new series of the Real 
Housewives of Cheshire in the next few 
months.
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PRICES & FILE FORMATS
ADVERT DESIGN & PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY

Design and proofi ng of advert is 99€ plus I.V.A. Professional 
photographer session 120€ + I.V.A.

FILE FORMAT
Native or PDF fi les are accepted. For the best results in print, 
please save JPEGs with quality set to maximum (12).

RESOLUTION
All images must be 300 dpi at 100% print size.

DEADLINES
Deadline for artwork is always the 15th of the preceding month 
of publication.

Prices exclude I.V.A. that is applied at the applicable rate.

COLOUR FORMAT
CMYK colour must be used throughout. Avoid 
using just 100% black in large solid areas as it 
will not reproduce densely enough, resulting 
in faded blacks. RGB and spot colours will be 
converted to CMYK colourspace. Colourspace 
conversion will change the appearance of 
colours in your fi le. It is strongly recommended 
that you convert all colour fi les to CMYK 
before fi nalising your design and submitting the 
material to us. Due to tolerances in web printing, 
bindery and ink variances, the publisher does 
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press proofs.
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The preferred format for the supply of artwork is digital. Native or PDF files are accepted. For the best results in print, please 
save JPEGs with quality set to maximum (12). 
RESOLUTION 
All images must be 300 dpi at 100% print size. 
COLOUR FORMAT 
CMYK colour must be used throughout. Avoid using just 100% black in large solid areas as it will not reproduce densely 
enough, resulting in faded blacks. RGB and spot colours will be converted to CMYK colourspace. Colourspace conversion will 
change the appearance of colours in your file. It is strongly recommended that you convert all colour files to CMYK before fina-
lising your design and submitting the material to us. Due to tolerances in web printing, bindery and ink variances, the publisher 
does not guarantee the exact colour match or exact trim position to matchprints, colour keys or press proofs.
DEADLINES
Deadline for artwork is always the 15th of the preceding month of publication.

Prices exclude I.V.A. that is applied at the applicable rate. 
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PALMA & SURROUNDINGS
Gpro Valparaiso Palace & Spa Hotel
Hotel Mama
Hotel Almudaina
Es Baluard Restaurant & Lounge
The Boat House
Hotel Saratoga 4*
Can Blanc Port & Beach Restaurant
Il Paradiso Hotel - Marivent
Hoteles Santos Nixe Palace
Be Live Adults Only La Cala
Iberostar Playa De Palma
Muelle 327 Gastrodock
Bahia Mediterráneo Hotel
Fibonacci Organic Philosophy
Hotel Hospes Maricel & Spa
Portixol Hotel & Restaurant
Sodapop
M House Hotel
Mojo Beach - San Agustí
Grupo Cappuccino - Palma
Ten Sineu

SANTA PONSA & PORT 
ADRIANO
Wine Corner Mallorca
7 Fuegos Restaurant
Eolobar, English Breakfast
Pure Salt Luxury Hotel - Port Adriano

PORTALS NOUS & 
SURROUNDINGS
The Salon Puerto Portals
Sporting Club
Nauti Parts Seabob Portals
Od Port Portals Hotel
Eagle Restaurant - Real Golf Bendinat
Lindner Hotels & Resorts
Chamelis Café & Restaurant
Nice Price Supermarket
A2 Dentist
Flanigan Restaurant
Wellies Restaurant
Ritzi Restaurant
Reeves Café & Bar
Spoon Restaurant
Security Man Puerto Portals
Cidon Paper Shop
The French Coffee Shop  
Grupo Cappuccino - Portals

PALMA NOVA, MAGALUF
& CALA VINYES
St Regis Mardavall Hotel Mallorca 
Resort
Son Caliu Spa Oasis - Son Caliu
Zafiro Palace Hotel - Palmanova
Grupo Cappuccino - Palma Nova
Hotel Samos - Magaluf

Calvia Beach Resort By Melia 
Restaurant Pinos - Sol De Mallorca

ANDRATX & PORT D’ANDRATX
Can Pep Restaurant
Rocamar
Central Café
Villa Italia Hotel Restaurant
Campino Restaurant 
Steigenberger Colg & Spa Resort
Club De Vela Restaurant
Tim’s Restaurant
Grupo Cappuccino - Port d’Andratx

ALCUDIA, POLLENÇA
& VALLDEMOSSA
Restaurant Miramar
Club Pollentia Resort & Spa
Zafiro Palace Hotel
Son Brull Rural Sanctuary Hotel
Real Club Nautic Port Pollença
Gran Café 1919
Valldemossa Hotel Restaurant

Distribution


